This paper deals with the problem of multicasting a set of discrete memoryless correlated sources (DMCS) over a cooperative relay network. Necessary conditions with cut-set interpretation are presented. A Joint source-Wyner-Ziv encoding/sliding window decoding scheme is proposed, in which decoding at each receiver is done with respect to an ordered partition of other nodes. For each ordered partition a set of feasibility constraints is derived. Then, utilizing the sub-modular property of the entropy function and a novel geometrical approach, the results of different ordered partitions are consolidated, which lead to sufficient conditions for our problem. The proposed scheme achieves operational separation between source coding and channel coding. It is shown that sufficient conditions are indeed necessary conditions in two special cooperative networks, namely, Aref network and finite-field deterministic network. Also, in Gaussian cooperative networks, it is shown that reliable transmission of all DMCS whose Slepian-Wolf region intersects the cut-set bound region within a constant number of bits, is feasible. In particular, all results of the paper are specialized to obtain an achievable rate region for cooperative relay networks which includes relay networks and two-way relay networks.
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operational separation between source coding and channel coding in the sense that the source and channel variables are separated. He also proved the optimality of his scheme. In a recent work [2] , this problem was generalized to the problem of lossy multicasting of a source over a broadcast channel with side information. In [3] , a necessary and sufficient condition for multicasting a set of correlated sources over acyclic Aref networks [4] was derived. The problem of multicasting correlated sources over networks was also studied in the network coding literature [5] , [6] .
Cooperative relay network has been widely studied in terms of achievable rate region for relay networks [7] , [8] , multiple access relay channels [9] and multi-source, multi-relay and multi-destination networks [10] . In all the mentioned works, two main strategies of Cover and El Gamal for relay channels [11] , namely, decode and forward (DF) and compress and forward (CF) were generalized for the cooperative relay networks. In a more general setting [12] , Gündüz, et.al., consider a compound multiple access channel with a relay in which three transmitters where, one of them acts as a relay for the others, want to multicast their messages to the two receivers. Several Inner bounds to the capacity region of this network were derived using DF, CF and also structured lattice codes. Although finding the capacity of the simple relay channel is a longstanding open problem, an approximation for the Gaussian relay network with multicast demands has been recently found in [13] - [15] . In these works, the authors propose a scheme that uses the Wyner-Ziv coding at the relays and a distinguishability argument at the receivers.
In this paper, we first study the problem of multi-layer Slepian-Wolf coding of multi-component correlated sources, in which each source should encode its components according to a given hierarchy. Using the submodularity of the entropy function and a covering lemma, we prove an identity which states that for any points of SW-region with respect to joint encoding/decoding of the components, there exists a multi-layer SW-coding which achieves it. To the best of our knowledge, this identity is new and we call it the SW-identity. Then, we propose a joint Source-Wyner-Ziv encoding/sliding window decoding scheme for Slepian-Wolf coding over cooperative networks. In this scheme, each node compresses its channel observation using WynerZiv coding and then jointly maps its source observation and compressed channel observation to a channel codeword. For decoding, each receiver uses sliding window decoding with respect to an ordered partition of other nodes. For each ordered partition, we obtain a set of DMCS which can reliably be multicast over the cooperative relay network. By utilizing the SW-identity, we obtain the union of the sets of all feasible DMCS with respect to all ordered partitions. Our scheme results in operational separation between the source and channel coding. In addition, this scheme does not depend on the graph of the network, so the result can easily be applied to any arbitrary network. We show that the sufficient conditions for our scheme, are indeed necessary conditions for the Slepian-Wolf coding over arbitrary Aref networks and linear finitefield cooperative relay networks. Moreover, we prove the feasibility of multicasting of all DMCS whose Slepian-Wolf region overlap the cut-set bound within a constant number of bits over a Gaussian cooperative relay network. This establishes a large set of DMCS that belongs to the set of DMCS which can reliably be multicast in the operational separation sense. Note that the model considered in this paper, encompasses the model of multiple access channel with correlated sources. So the set of feasible DMCS in the operational separation sense is a subset of all feasible DMCS. We extract an achievable rate region for cooperative relay networks by reducing sufficient conditions for reliable multicasting. We show that this achievable rate region subsumes some recent achievable rates based on the CF strategy [8] , [16] . In addition, we estimate the capacity region of Gaussian cooperative relay networks within a constant number of bits from the cut-set bound. Our result improves capacity approximation of Gaussian relay networks given in [15] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce notations and definitions used in this paper. Section III derives necessary conditions for reliable multicasting of DMCS over cooperative
Function f is called super-modular, if −f is sub-modular. Given two sets S, T and a sub-modular function f , we define f (S|T ) f (S ∪ T ) − f (T ). Let X A be DMCS with distribution p(x A ). For each S ⊆ A, we define the entropy function h as h(S) = H(X S ) where H(X) denotes the entropy of random variable X. It is well-known that the entropy function h is a sub-modular function over the set A [17] . The sub-modularity property of the entropy function plays an essential role in the remainder of the paper, (in contrast to the non-decreasing property of the entropy, i.e, h(S) ≥ h(T ), ∀T ⊆ S).
C. Some Geometry
A polytope is a generalization of polygon to a higher dimension. Point, segment and polygon are polytopes of dimension 0, 1 and 2, respectively. A polytope of dimension d ≥ 3 can be considered as a space bounded by a set of polytopes of dimension d − 1. The boundary polytope of dimension d − 1 is called facet. For a given polytope P, a collection of polytopes {P 1 , · · · , P n } is called a closed covering of P, if P = ∪ n i=1 P i .
Lemma 1: Let P be a polytope and F = {P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P n } be a collection of polytopes with the same dimension as P. If P and F satisfy the following conditions: 1) ∀i : P i ⊂ P 2) Each facet of P is covered by some facets of some polytopes (P i1 , · · · , P ik ).
3) For each facet of P i inside P, there is P j = P i such that P i and P j have only that facet as the common part. then F is a closed covering of P.
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix A. Lemma 1 provides a powerful tool for dealing with the regions which are described with a set of inequalities.
Definition 1: A point Q = (q 1 , · · · , q d ) in R d is said to majorize point P = (p 1 , · · · , p d ), if q i ≥ p i for all i. In addition, point Q is said to majorize set P (denoted by Q P), if there exists a point X ∈ P which is majorized by Q. It is easy to show that majorization has the following simple property:
Definition 2: Let f be a sub-modular function over the set V. The essential polytope associated with f is:
where
The essential polytope of the sub-modular function f over the set V is a polytope of dimension |V| − 1, which has 2 |V| − 2 facets, each corresponding to intersection of hyperplane x T = f (T |T C ) with P f for each non-empty subset T ⊂ V. By F f,T , we denote the facet corresponding to the subset T . Since
is a super-modular function, one can easily show that F f,T is a nonempty polytope of dimension |V| − 2 (see for example, [18] ) .
Lemma 2: The facet F f,T of polytope P f can be decomposed to projections of P f on R T and R T C (in which R S stands for the space {x ∈ R |V| : ∀s ∈ S C , x s = 0}). More precisely,
where F
(1)
and F
Moreover, F
f,T and F
f,T are the essential polytopes of the functions f 1 : 2 T → R and f 2 : 2 T C → R respectively, where f 1 (S) = f (S|T C ) and f 2 (S) = f (S).
Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B. Lemma 3 ( [18] ): Let f 1 and f 2 be two sub-modular functions defined on a set V. Then,
where the sum of two sets is defined as X + Y = {x + y : x ∈ X , y ∈ Y}.
D. System Model A cooperative relay network is a discrete memoryless network with V nodes V = {1, 2, · · · , V }, and a channel of the form
At each time t = 1, 2, · · · , every node v ∈ V sends an input X v,t ∈ X v , and receives an output Y v,t ∈ Y v , which are related via p(Y 1,t , · · · , Y V,t |X 1,t , ..., X V,t ).
Definition 3 (Reliable multicasting of correlated sources over cooperative networks): Let A and D be two subsets of V corresponding to the set of the sources and the destinations, respectively. We say that the set of DMCS, U A , can reliably be multicast over discrete memoryless cooperative network, to all nodes in D, if there exists a sequence of a pair of positive integers (s n , r n ) such that s n → ∞, r n → ∞, r n s n → 1 as n → ∞ and a sequence of encoding functions
at all nodes v ∈ V, where, for the non-source nodes we let U v = ∅ and a set of decoding functions defined at each node
such that the probability of error
vanishes for all d i ∈ D as n goes to the infinity. According to Definition 3, the joint probability distribution of the random variables factors as,
Remark 1: The network model described in the Definition 3 includes several network models such as MAC with feedback, relay networks and multi-way channels (i.e., a generalization of the two-way channel).
III. CUT-SET TYPE NECESSARY CONDITIONS FOR RELIABLE MULTICASTING
In this section, we prove necessary conditions for reliable multicasting of correlated sources over cooperative network.
Proposition 1: A set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over a cooperative network, only if there exists a joint p.m.f. p(x V ) such that
Proof: Using Fano's inequality, imposing the condition P (sn,rn) e,di → 0 as n → ∞, it follows that:
with n → 0 as n → ∞. We also have
where (14) follows from the fact that X W C ,i is a function of (Y i−1
and the fact that W C ∩ A ⊆ A\S, (16) follows since conditioning reduces entropy, (17) (18) is obtained by introducing a time-sharing random variable Q which is uniformly distributed over the set {1, 2, · · · , r n } and is independent of everything else, (20) follows by allowing s n , r n → ∞ with rn sn → 1 and defining Y V Y V,Q and X V X V,Q .
IV. MULTI-LAYER SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING
Before describing our scheme and the related results, in this section, we deal with the problem of multilayer Slepian-Wolf coding (ML-SW). Study of the ML-SW enables us to find a new tool to analyze the main problem. In the previous works (for example [19] , [20] ), ML-SW is used to describe a source with some small components (for example, by a binary representation of it) and then successively encoding these components with SW-coding instead of encoding the whole source at once. For example, if we describe an i.i.d. source S by (X, Y ), i.e., S = (X, Y ), instead of encoding S by R = H(S) bits/symbol, we can first describe X by R X = H(X) bits/symbol and then apply SW-coding to describe Y by R Y = H(Y |X) bits/symbol, assuming that the receiver knows X from decoding the previous layer information as a side information. Since the total bits required to describe S in two layers is R X + R Y = H(X, Y ) = H(S), it follows that there is no loss in the two-layer SW-coding compared with the jointly encoding of the source components. A natural question is: How can this result be generalized to a more general setting of multi-terminal SW-coding? At first, let us look at the two-terminal SW-coding. Suppose two sources S 1 = (X 1 , Y 1 ) and S 2 = (X 2 , Y 2 ) are given. Joint SW-coding yields that lossless description of (S 1 , S 2 ) with rates (R 1 , R 2 ) is feasible, provided 
Fig. 1. Two-Layer Slepian-Wolf coding for a pair of two-component correlated sources. This coding is suboptimal in the sense that it does not achieve the entire of Slepian-Wolf coding.
}. Now suppose the following simple ML-SW. Assume in the first layer, X 1 and X 2 are encoded by SW-coding with rates (R 11 , R 21 ) and in the next layer Y 1 and Y 2 are encoded by SW-coding with rates (R 12 , R 22 ) assuming that the receiver knows (X 1 , X 2 ) from decoding of the previous layer information (See Fig. 1 ). The lossless description of (S 1 , S 2 ) in this manner is possible, if:
This shows that this simple layering can not achieve all the points in the SW-region, in particular the corner points
can not be achieved by this scheme(See Fig. 2 ). But the point A can be achieved by successive SW-coding of X 2 , Y 2 , X 1 and Y 1 regarding that the previous sources are available at the receiver. This method suggests that instead of dividing the SW-coding in two layers, SW-coding can be performed in three layers: in the first layer X 2 is described for the receiver with rate R 21 ≥ H(X 2 ), in the second layer (Y 2 , X 1 ) are encoded by SW-coding in the presence of X 2 at the receiver, and finally in the last layer Y 1 is described using SW-coding assuming (X 2 , Y 2 , X 1 ) are available to the receiver. Analyzing this strategy, yields that (R 1 , R 2 ) are achievable if,
From this strategy, the corner point A is achieved, but the corner point B is not achieved. In addition, as it can be seen in Fig. 2 , the other corner point of this scheme (C) is coincident with one of the corner points Fig. 2 . Slepian-Wolf rate region vs rate regions with two and three layers Slepian-Wolf coding. Segments AC correspond to the three-layer SW-coding, in which in the first layer, X2 is encoded, then in the second layer (Y2, X1) is encoded assuming that X2 is already decoded at the receiver and in the third layer Y1 is encoded assuming that (X2, Y2, X1) is already available at the receiver. Segment CD corresponds to two-layer SW-coding of the Fig. 1 . Segment DB is obtained from a similar three layer SW-coding to that of segment AC. Notice that each corner point of any multi-layer SW-coding that lies inside the SW-region is coincident to a corner point of another multi-layer SW-coding.
of the two-layer scheme. By symmetry, the corner point B is achieved by a three-layer scheme in which X 1 , (X 2 , Y 1 ) and Y 2 are encoded in the first, second and third layer respectively. In addition, as it can be seen in Fig. 2 , the union of the regions of the three different layering schemes is a closed covering of the SW-region. Note that in all the three schemes, there is a hierarchy in the sense that the first component of each source (i.e., X i ) is encoded prior to the second component of it (i.e., Y i ). The result of the two-terminal SW-coding suggests that to obtain the entire SW-region of multi-components DMCS, it suffices to consider all possible layering schemes such that a given hierarchy on each source is satisfied.
of subsets of V, with union V, which are non-empty, and pairwise disjoint. Denote the family of all ordered partitions of a given set V, by F V .
Consider a DMCS S V with two component sources, i.e., S v = (X v , Y v ). Now we describe ML-SW with respect to a given ordered partition
In addition, we assume that the decoder has access to side information Z which is correlated with (X V , Y V ) according to an arbitrary distribution p(x V , y V , z).
1) In the first layer, using SW-coding, X n L1 is encoded with rates
Define the function h C,1 : 2 V → R as
Now using the sub-modularity of the entropy function, we have
Hence h C,1 is sub-modular. In addition, we have:
Now it follows from Definition 2 that R 1 is contained in the SW-region of the first layer, iff it majorizes the essential polytope of h C,1 , i.e.,
has been decoded at the receiver from the previous layers (where
Define the function h C,i : 2 V → R as follows:
Now in similar manner to (22) , it can be shown that h C,i is sub-modular. Following similar steps described in the previous stage, we conclude that R i is contained in the SW-region of the layer i, iff it majorizes the essential polytope of h C,i , i.e., R i P hC,i . Define R K+1 k=1 R k (which is the overall rate vector) and h C K+1 k=1 h C,k . We showed that R P hC . On the other side, suppose that the point R majorizes P hC , so there is a point R * ∈ P hC such that R R * . Applying Lemma 3 to (h C,k : 1
where ∆R = R − R * . Now we have R K+1 k=1 R k and for all k, R k P hC,k . Thus, each rate vector R satisfying R P hC can be achieved using ML-SW coding with respect to C. Therefore the set of all achievable rates with respect to C is given by:
The next theorem, is the main result of this section.
Theorem 1 (SW-identity):
The set {R C : C ∈ F V } is a closed covering of R SW which is the SWregion defined by:
Proof: Define the function h : 2 V → R with h(S) = H(X S Y S |Z). h is a sub-modular function with the essential polytope P h . By definition, a point R belongs to SW-region iff it majorizes P h . To prove the theorem, we must show that
Applying Equation (2) to the RHS of (27) yields,
Thus, to prove the theorem, we only need to show that {P hC : C ∈ F V } is a closed covering of P h . We prove this by strong induction on |V|. For N = 1 as base of induction, it is clear (The case N = 2 was proved separately in the beginning of the section). For |V| ≥ 2 assume that the theorem holds for any V with size |V| ≤ N − 1. We show that {P hC : C ∈ F V } and P h satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1, thus
Claim 1: For any ordered partition C of V, we have
Proof of Claim 1. First note that, (See equation (24))
where (30) follows from the fact that
with equality holds if S = V and conditioning does not reduce the entropy, and (31) follows by the chain rule, since {L i ∩ S} K i=1 is a partition of S. Now we can conclude the claim from (32).
Claim 2: Suppose F T C ,T is a subset of V that consists of all ordered partitions which are generated by concatenating an ordered partition of T C and an ordered partition of T , i.e.,
Then, the set of facets {F hC,T : C ∈ F T C ,T } is a closed covering of F h,T . Proof of Claim 2.By Lemma 2, F h,T is given by:
In which P h1 and P h2 are the associated essential polytopes of sub-modular functions
with domains 2 T C and 2 T , respectively. More precisely, P h1 and P h2 are given by:
Now, since the size of T C and T are smaller than N , by applying the induction assumption to essential polytopes P h1 and P h2 (with side informationZ = (X T C , Y T C , Z) at the decoder), we obtain:
] and the functions h 1,C1 and h 2,C2 whose domain are 2 T C and 2 T , are defined by:
Using (35) and (36), we obtain P h1,C 1 and P h2,C 2 as:
] be the concatenation of C 1 and C 2 . We assert that
By Lemma 2, x belongs to F hC,T , iff
To evaluate (40), consider
where we have used the fact that L K1+1 1 = T C . Now, we compute the RHS of (40):
where (42) follows, because S ⊆ T C and T C are disjoint from all L 2,i , (44) follows from the fact that T is disjoint from all L 1,i . Now (37), (38), (43) and (44) together show the truth of assertion. Finally, the assertion with (34) implies that for each point x ∈ F h,T , there exists an ordered partition C ∈ F T C ,T for which F hC,T contains x. This completes the proof of Claim 2.
Claim 3: For each facet F hC,T of an essential polytope of a given ordered partition C inside the P h , there exists an ordered partition C * = C, such that
From the proof of Claim 2, the corresponding facets to
lie on the boundary of P h . Thus, we only consider the facets corresponding to
This proves Claim 3, because P hC gets the minimum of x T on the F hC,T , and P hC gets the maximum of
We provide the formal proof of (46) in Appendix C. Instead, we give the main idea behind the construction of C * . First, consider the simple SW-coding of a DMCS X V with rate-tuple R V . It is well-known that the minimum of R T is achieved with joint decoding of X T C with sum-rate R T C = H(X T C |Z) followed by joint decoding of X T in the presence of X T C at the decoder with sum-rate R T = H(X T |X T C Z). Also, Lemma 2 confirms this result about any sub-modular function. Moreover, this lemma tells us that each point which achieves the minimum of R T can be obtained by this two-level decoding. Now consider the ML-SW coding with respect to C. Each point of ML-SW region can be written in the form R = K+1 k=1 R k , where R k lies in the SW-region of layer k. So R T can be split into the rates R k,T = R k,T ∩(Lk∪Lk−1) . Thus to minimize R T , we require to minimize each of R k,T ∩(Lk∪Lk−1) . In layer k, SW-coding is done over (X Lk , Y Lk−1 ), therefore to achieve the minimum of R k,T ∩(Lk∪Lk−1) , it suffices to consider two levels of decoding at the decoder: the decoder, first decodes (
In overall, to minimize R T with respect to C, one can consider the following 2K + 2 levels of decoding:
On the other side, to maximize R T (or equivalently, to minimize R T C ) with respect to C * , the following order on SW-coding is required,
Comparing (47) with (48), we see that these two multi-level decoding schemes are the same, thus the intersection of P hC and P hC * is F hC,T = F h C * ,T C . Now Claims 1-3 ensure that P hC and P h satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1. This completes the proof.
V. FEASIBLE CONSTRAINTS FOR RELIABLE MULTICASTING OF A DMCS OVER COOPERATIVE

NETWORKS
In this section, we obtain a set of DMCS which can reliably be multicast over a cooperative network. Our approach is based on generalization of the CF strategy for relay networks. Two types of generalization have been considered in the previous works, [8] , [22] . In [8] , the CF strategy was generalized in the following manner:
1) Each relay and destination partially decode the messages of the other relays.
2) Each relay compresses its observation Y v , in the presence of side information from messages of the other relays. 3) Each relay sends its compressed observation through a Multiple Access Channel (MAC). Finally, destination decodes the source message. This scenario deals with relays in a symmetric way, i.e., all relays lie in a single MAC layer. In [22] , a generalization of mixed strategy of [11, Theorem 7] is proposed. By relaxing the partial decode-and-forward part of the mixed strategy, we obtain a generalization of the CF strategy. In this scenario, relays are ordered according to a given permutation. Each relay compresses its observation using multiple description method (MD) and sends these descriptions through a broadcast channel with a degraded message set. Each relay and destination decode their respective descriptions after decoding their broadcast messages according to a sequential decoding scheme. However, if the relays use the simple Wyner-Ziv coding rather than MD, the result is a special case of [8, Theorem 3] . In another scenario proposed in [23] , CF is generalized for halfduplex channels. Although, this method is proposed for half-duplex relay networks, it can be generalized for relay networks, too. In this scenario, each relay uses the simple Wyner-Ziv coding. This scenario differs from the previous generalization of CF, in which the destination considers an ordering of relays, and decodes the compressed observation of relay k, in the presence of compressed observations of relays (k + 1, k + 2, · · · , N − 1) which are decoded in the previous blocks. This is similar to ML-SW coding.
We propose a joint source coding and Wyner-Ziv coding for multicasting a DMCS U A over cooperative networks. In this scenario, in each block, each node compresses its observation using Wyner-Ziv coding, then in the next block jointly maps the compressed observation and its current source sequence to a channel input codeword and transmits the codeword. The joint encoding used in this scheme, benefits from the advantage of joint source-channel coding in comparison with source-channel separation in the multicast scenario, which is illustrated in [1] . Moreover, in this scheme, each node has two types of sources including the compressed observation and the source sequence which are required to decode at each destination. By the nature of relaying, it is not possible to decode these sources, simultaneously. This situation is similar to ML-SW coding, in which two components of the source are not being decoded simultaneously. Motivated by the results of ML-SW coding, e.g., Theorem 1, each destination groups the other nodes into some layers according to its ability to decode the information of other nodes. Using insights from the ML-SW, in the first level of decoding, the destination can directly decode the first component of the information of nodes in the first layer, i.e., the source sequences of the first layer, through a MAC layer between layer one and the destination, and in level k of decoding, destination decodes the source sequences of layer k and the compressed observations of layer k − 1 (second component of information of layer k − 1) jointly through the MAC layer between layer k and the destination in the presence of the decoded information from levels (1, 2, · · · , k − 1) as side information. These side information play two roles in improving the decoding: 1) These are side information for Slepian-Wolf coding that enlarge the SW-region.
2) These are side information for MAC that enlarge the MAC-region. Unlike the first role, this role does not arise from the ML-SW. Enlarging the SW-region and the MAC-region provides the opportunity for some intersection between the two regions which results in the reliable transmission of source sequences of the nodes in layer k and the compressed observations of the nodes in layer k − 1 in an operational separation sense, even if the original MAC region does not intersect with the original SW-region.
The next theorem is the main result of the paper. Theorem 2: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over a cooperative network to nodes in D, if there exist auxiliary random variablesŶ V and Q, such that for each S ⊆ A, we have
where the joint p.m.f. of random variables factors as
Remark 2: The constraint (49) separates source coding from channel coding in the operational separation sense [1] . To see this, observe that the constraint (49) is equivalent to the following constraint,
(51) Consider a cut Λ = (W, W C ). The RHS of the (51) provides an achievable flow through the cut Λ. The first term in the LHS of (51) represents the rate of the Slepian-Wolf coding for describing U W∩A to the destinations in the other side of the cut in the presence of U A\W which is available in W C . The second term in the LHS of (51) can be interpreted as the rate of the Wyner-Ziv coding for describing a compression of the observation Y W , i.e.Ŷ W , to the other side of the cut in the presence of (X W C ,Ŷ W C , Y di ) and X W , which the latter can be regarded as the output of channel decoder. Since the compression rate of the sources is less than the information flow, one can expect that the multicasting of the sources is feasible, due to the source-channel separation approach.
Proof of Theorem 2: For the sake of simplicity, we assume that |Q| = 1 where Q is a time-sharing random variable. First, we characterize a set of DMCS which can reliably be multicast over a cooperative network, with respect to given ordered partitions at each destination. For each destination node d i , let V −di = V\{d i }. The following lemma, establishes a set of sufficient conditions for reliable multicasting of U A over the cooperative network. We provide the proof of it in Subsection V-A.
Lemma 4: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over a cooperative network to subset D of the nodes, if for each d i ∈ D, there exists an ordered partition
where the random variables (x V , y V ,ŷ V ) are distributed according to (50). This lemma gives a partial solution to the problem of reliable multicasting of U A over the cooperative network, in the sense that to find out that the multicasting of U A is feasible, we must consider all the possible ordered partitions of each set V −di and check that the constraint (52) is satisfied or not. If for each destination node d i , there exists at least one ordered partition of V −di such that (52) is satisfied, then reliable multicasting is feasible. Since the number of ordered partitions of a set V grows rapidly with |V|, such approach (checking the constraint (52) for all the ordered partitions) seems to be difficult. However, using Theorem 1, we show that there exists a set of constraints that unifies the set of constraints (52) with respect to all the ordered partitions. The following lemma, establishes such a result.
Lemma 5 (Unified Sufficient Conditions): For a destination node d i , there exists at least one ordered partition C (di) of V −di for which the constraint (52) is satisfied, if and only if the following constraint is satisfied,
Proof of Lemma 5.
Consider the RHS of (52). Since random variables U A and (X V ,Ŷ V , Y V ) are independent, the constraint (52) can be rewritten as
The RHS of (54) can be expressed in the form of (25) with
. Therefore for the node d i , there exists at least one ordered partition of
The constraint (53) can be rewritten in the following form:
Consider the constraint (55). In Appendix D, using the joint p.m.f. (50) we will show that this constraint is equivalent to the following constraint
The first constraint (56a) is the same as the constraint (49), so we only need to show that the second constraint (56b) is an additional constraint. The second constraint represents a sufficient condition for reliable multicasting of the compressed observations of the non-source nodes to the destinations. Since the destinations only need to decode the sources and do not need to decode any other information, it is logical to neglect the second constraint, which completes the proof of Theorem 2. We provide a rigorous proof of this fact in subsection V-B.
A. Multi-Layer Slepian-Wolf coding over a cooperative network (Proof of Lemma 4) We transmit s nB = nB-length source over cooperative network in B + 2V − 3 blocks of length n where V is the cardinality of V. Observe that r nB = n(B + Table I which illustrates encoding for a network with four nodes in which node 4 is only a destination, i.e., U 4 = X 4 = ∅.)
be an ordered partition of the set V −di = V\{d i }. We propose a sliding window decoding with respect to
) has been sent, if it is a unique tuple such that for each 1 ≤ k ≤ + 1 satisfies the following conditions, [4] )ŷ3(z 3 [5] |x 3 [5] )ŷ3(z 3 [6] |x 3 [6] )ŷ3(z 3 [7] |x 3 [7] ) [2] )ŷ3(z 3 [3] |x 3 [3] )ŷ3(z 3 [4] |x 3 [4] )ŷ3(z 3 [5] |x 3 [5] )ŷ3(z 3 [6] |x 3 [6] )ŷ3(z 3 [7] |x 3 [7] 
. Note that at the end of block b + V + − 2, the vector
is jointly typical with high probability, we find the source sequence u A, [b] with small probability of error. Hence at the end of block B + V + − 2, u nB A is decoded with small probability of error. Note that in the first V − 1 blocks of decoding, no sources information is decoded. The advantage of decoding compressed observation in these blocks is to provide side information at the receiver, in order to improve decoding in the next blocks.
Example 1: Consider the four-node network of Table I . Here we assume that node 4 observes source U 4 correlated with the other sources. Let C (4) = [{1, 2}, {3}]. Decoding at node 4 begins at the end of block 2. In block 2, node 4 declares thatẑ {1,2}, [1] is decoded if (x 1 (1,ẑ 1,[1] ), x 2 (1,ẑ 2, [1] ), y 4 [2] ) and
(1, 1), y 4 [1] ) are jointly typical. In the next block, (ẑ {1,2}, [2] ,ẑ 3, Table II )
Error Probability Analysis: Let U v,[b−V +1] be the observed sequence at node v, which is used for encoding in block b. We bound the error probability of decoding at the end of block b averaged over
) and all random codebooks, assuming that no error occurred in the decoding of the previous blocks. Let
Then the error event E(b) corresponding to decoding at the end of block b can be expressed as
. Using the union bound, we bound above the probability of error as follows: 
where (65) follows from the fact that the codebook generation is independent of the sources U nB A , (66) follows from the fact that the codebooks used in any ≤ V consecutive blocks are generated independently and the fact that the sources are i.i.d., therefore the source sequences are independently generated in the consecutive blocks and (67) follows from the definition of E 2 (b, k, s), in which 1 represents the indicator function. Define,
Then, (67) can be rewritten as,
Define,
Notice that there are 3 |V−d i | pairs (S, Z) such that Z ⊆ S ⊆ V −di . Using this fact, P[E 1 (b)] is upper bounded by,
Therefore to show that P[E 1 (b)] vanishes as n → ∞, it suffices to show that each of P S,Z vanishes as n → ∞. To bound above the probability P S,Z , we use the following lemmas which provide an upper bound on the probability inside the last summation.
where β S,Z (k) is given by
Proof: See Appendix F. Applying Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 to (70) yields,
Thus P S,Z vanishes as n → ∞, provided that
Substituting (72) in (74), simplifies it as follows,
where in (76) and (77), we have used the fact that X t 's are independent andŶ t given (X t , Y t ) is independent of all the other random variables. Now consider the RHS of (77). Since Z ⊆ S, it can easily be shown that the first term inside the summation takes its minimum for Z = S while the second term simultaneously takes its maximum for Z = S. On the other side, Z = S corresponds to the probability P S,S . Hence if P S,S vanishes, then all P S,Z : Z ⊆ S vanish as n → ∞. Therefore P[E 1 (b)] vanishes if all P S,S (S ⊆ V −di ) vanish. Finally, substituting Z = S in (75) results in (52), which completes the proof of Lemma 4. Remark 3: If there exists only a single destination, one can use the offset encoding scheme of [7] and [8] which has less delay compared to the proposed encoding scheme, to prove Lemma 4. In general however, since the ordered partitions corresponding to each receiver for reliable decoding are different, it is impossible to obtain the same offset encoding scheme for all the destinations. This makes it clear why the encoding scheme does not transmit any information in the first V − 1 blocks.
B. Removing additional constraints
This subsection claims that for each d i , we can reduce the constraints of (55) to the first term of it. A special case of our claim about the single relay channel has been studied in [24] . We prove our claim by induction on |V −di |. For |V −di | = 1, it is true. Now suppose the induction assumption is true for all k < |V −di |. For each Z ⊆ V which contains d i and each S ⊆ Z\{d i }, let
Using (78), (55a) can be simplified as follows:
where (a) follows from (78), since S ⊂ W ∪ T and d i / ∈ T , and (b) follows from the first inequality in (78). Now by the induction assumption, the last term of (79) corresponds to the feasibility constraints of the reliable transmission of U A to node d i over the cooperative network with the set of nodes V\T . Hence node d i can decode U A , by treating (X T ,Ŷ T ) as noise. We note that the encoding scheme, only results in more delay rather than a corresponding encoding/decoding scheme for a cooperative networks with the node's set V\T . Therefore, the encoding scheme does not need any changes and the decoding is done only with respect to the cooperative network with V = V\T . This proves our claim.
VI. SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING OVER SOME CLASSES OF COOPERATIVE NETWORKS
In this section, we extract some corollaries from Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 about semi-deterministic network, Aref networks and linear finite-field and state-dependent deterministic networks, for which Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 (partially) match.
Definition 5: A cooperative network with one destination d, is said to be semi-deterministic, if each node v ∈ V\{d} observes a deterministic function of all the channel inputs and the destination channel output, i.e.,
Remark 4: The semi-deterministic cooperative network is a generalization of semi-deterministic relay channel [4] and a class of deterministic relay channels, recently defined in [27] .
Definition 6: A cooperative network is said to be deterministic, if each node observes a deterministic function of all the channel inputs, i.e.,
Definition 7: A deterministic network is said to be an Aref network, if each channel output Y v can be decomposed into |V| − 1 components (Y v ,v : v ∈ V\{v}), where Y v ,v is a deterministic function of X v . A semi-deterministic network with destination node d, is said to be a semi-deterministic Aref 
Definition 8: A deterministic network is said to be a linear finite-field deterministic network, if all the channel inputs and outputs lie in the same field GF(q) and each channel output can be expressed as a linear combination of all the channel inputs. The relation between the channel inputs and the channel outputs can be determined via a matrix product, Y V = GX V , where G is called the channel matrix of the network. G T1,T1 is a sub-matrix obtained by deleting the rows and columns of G corresponding to T 1 and T 2 , respectively.
Definition 9: A cooperative network is state-dependent (SD) [29] , if there exists a set of states S such that the channel inputs and the channel outputs at each time are related via the current state of the network. A SD-cooperative network is said to be deterministic if each node observes a deterministic function of all the channel inputs and the state of the network, i.e., Y v = f v (X V , S). A SD-deterministic network is said to be an Aref network, if each channel output Y v can be decomposed into |V|−1 components (Y v ,v : v ∈ V\{v}), where Y v ,v is a deterministic function of (X v , S). A SD-linear finite-field deterministic network is a network described by Y V = G(S)X V , where G(S) is the matrix of coefficients corresponding to state S.
Proposition 2: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be transmitted over a semi-deterministic network, if there exists random variable Q, such that for each S ⊆ V, we have :
On the other side, multicasting is feasible, only if there exists a joint p.m.f. p(x V ) such that
Proposition 3: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over a deterministic network, if there exists a product distribution v∈V p(x v ) such that for each S ⊆ V, we have:
Remark 5: Comparing the direct part and converse part of Propositions 2 and 3, we see that the sufficient conditions partially match to necessary conditions and these conditions completely match together, if we can restrict the set of joint p.m.f. in the converse part to the set of product distributions.
Proposition 4: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over an Aref network, if and only if, there exists a product distribution v∈V p(x v ) such that for each S ⊆ V, we have:
Remark 6: This proposition was partially proved in [3] for acyclic Aref networks.
Proposition 5: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be transmitted over a semi-deterministic Aref network, if and only if, there exists a product distribution v∈V p(x v ) such that for each S ⊆ V, we have:
Proposition 6: The set of DMCS U A can reliably be multicast over a linear finite-field deterministic network, if and only if,
Now, consider the SD-network. In the sequel, assume that the state S is an i.i.d. random process. Proposition 7: For reliable multicasting over a SD-deterministic network, if all destinations have the state information S, then a sufficient condition is given by,
Moreover, condition (87) is a necessary condition for reliable multicasting over a SD-Aref network and a SD-linear finite-field deterministic network with state information available at the destinations. In these cases, (87) is simplified to, 
Now, since Y v,W C depends only on X v , the last term of inequalities only depends on the mariginal p.m.f. of the random variables. Thus, we can restrict the set of joint p.m.f. of Proposition 1 to the product distribution, which completes the proof of Proposition 4. The direct part of Proposition 5 follows from Proposition 2 and the converse part is obtained from Proposition 1 as follows:
where (89) (91) only depends on the marginal p.m.f. of the random variables X V which implies the converse. The direct part of Proposition 6 is deduced from Proposition 3, by computing the RHS of (82) for the product distribution v∈V p(x v ), in which each X v is uniformly distributed over the field GF(q). The converse follows from Proposition 1, since the product and the uniform distribution simultaneously maximized the RHS of (9) for all W ⊆ V.
The sufficient condition of Proposition 7 is deduced from Theorem 2, by treating the state information at each destination as an additional output of the network and the fact that (Y W : W ⊆ V −di ) is a deterministic function of (X V , S). The necessary conditions for the SD-Aref network and the SD-linear finite-field deterministic network follow from similar arguments for the converse of these networks without state.
VII. SLEPIAN-WOLF CODING OVER GAUSSIAN COOPERATIVE NETWORKS
In the previous section, we focused on some networks for which the cut-set type necessary conditions became sufficient conditions at least for product distribution of channel inputs. In this section, we focus on the Gaussian networks for which simple forwarding of the observations of each node is impossible. Instead, following [14] , [15] , each node quantizes its observations at the noise level, then transmits these to the destinations. We compute sufficient conditions corresponding to this approach and compare it with the necessary conditions.
Consider a Gaussian cooperative network, in which the received signal y v is given by,
where h v ,v is a complex number which represents the channel gain from node v to node v. Furthermore, we assume that each node has an average power constraint equal to one on its transmitted signal. Moreover, Z v is an i.i.d. complex Gaussian random process with variance σ 2 v . Theorem 3 is the main result of this section.
Theorem 3: A set of DMCS U A can reliably be transmitted over a Gaussian network, if for each S ⊆ V, we have:
Moreover, κ W is bounded above by 3 2 V − 1. On the other side, the multicasting is feasible, only if:
Remark 7: This theorem establishes the fact that multicasting of all DMCS whose Slepian-Wolf region intersects cut-set bound region within a 3 2 V − 1 bits, is feasible.
Proof: C wf (W → W C ) is the capacity of the W × W C MIMO channel with antenna input X W and antenna output Y W C . Now constraint (94) is a direct result of Proposition 1, since there exists an average power constraint equal to one at each node v ∈ W. To show (93), we apply Theorem 2 to the Gaussian network. Assume (X v : v ∈ W) be jointly complex Gaussian random variables with covariance matrix I V ×V . LetŶ v = Y v +Ẑ v whereẐ v is a complex Gaussian random variable with variance equal to σ 2 v (In other words,Ŷ v quantizes Y v at the noise level, [15] ). Now consider,
where (95) follows, since
where (97) follows from the definition ofŶ v , (98) follows from the fact that conditioning does not increase entropy and the fact that conditioning on
v ∈ W C } are independent and Z v andẐ v are complex Gaussian r.v. with the same variance. In a similar way consider,
Next, we derive a slight modified version of Beam-Forming Lemma [15, Appendix F] . C wf (W → W C ) with water-filling is given by
where n = min(|W|, |W C |) and λ i 's are the singular values of the channel matrix of the MIMO channel and Q ii is given by water-filling solution satisfying, 
Finally, comparing (96), (100), (101) and (102) we get,
Substituting it in (49), we conclude that the constraint (93) is a sufficient condition. Now note that n ∈ [1,
. f is a convex function and gets its maximum at the end point V 2 . Hence the RHS of (103) is equal to or less than V 2 which results in κ W ≤ 3 2 V − 1.
VIII. ACHIEVABLE RATE REGION FOR COOPERATIVE RELAY NETWORKS
Consider A = V and the sources (U v : v ∈ V) are statistically independent and uniformly distributed over the sets M v = {1, 2, · · · , 2 Rv }, thus H(U v ) = R v . Substituting these values in Theorem 2, we find an achievable rate region which is based on the CF, for cooperative relay networks with multicast demands.
Theorem 4: A V-tuple (R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R V ) is contained in the achievable rate region of a cooperative network with multicast demands at each node d i ∈ D, if for each S ⊆ V the following constraint holds:
where [x] + = max{x, 0} and the joint p.m.f. of (q,
Proof: Let T be the largest subset of V such that the RHS of (49) is non-negative subject to each S ⊆ T (Note that if two subsets T 1 , T 2 have this property, then T 1 ∪ T 2 also has this property, hence T is unique.). Substituting R S = H(U S |U S C ) in Theorem 2 yields that U T can reliably be multicast, if (105) holds. Hence (R 1 , · · · , R V ) is achievable (Note that R v = 0 for each node v ∈ T C ).
Corollary 1: Consider a relay network with node 1 as a transmitter which has no channel output, i.e., Y 1 = ∅, N − 2 relay nodes {2, · · · , N − 1} and node N as a destination which has no channel input, i.e., X N = ∅. Substituting R 2 = · · · = R N = 0 in Theorem 4 gives the following achievable rate (R CF ) for relay network.
Remark 8: For the single relay channel, the achievable rate is reduced to the CF rate with time-sharing as given in [30] .
Remark 9: In [16] , we obtain an achievable rate based on CF, which subsumes the CF rate given in [8] , when the partial decoding part of the CF strategy is relaxed. The CF rate in [16, Theorem 3] is given by:
subject to the constraints
Now let Q = ∅ in Corollary 1. It can be easily shown that when the constraints (108) hold, then S = V reaches the minimum of the RHS of (106). Therefore, the rate of Corollary 1 subsumes the CF-rate given in [16, Theorem 3] . Corollary 2: Consider a two-way relay network with nodes 1 and V as the two transmitters each demanding the message of the other one, and V − 2 relay nodes {2, · · · , V − 1}. Substituting R 2 = · · · = R V −1 = 0 andŶ 1 =Ŷ V = ∅ in Theorem 4 gives the following achievable rate region for the two-way relay network. Next, consider the Gaussian cooperative network. Applying Theorem 3 to U V , we conclude the following corollary which shows that the cut-set bound region is achievable within a constant number of bits.
Corollary 3: A V-tuple (R 1 , R 2 , · · · , R V ) is contained in the achievable rate region of a Gaussian cooperative network with multicast demands at each node d i ∈ D, if for each S ⊆ V the following constraint holds:
where C wf and κ W are as defined in Theorem 3. Remark 11: In [15, Theorem 4.6], authors have shown that by quantization at noise level, Gaussian relay network achieves the cut-set bound within 14V bits. But Corollary 3 implies that quantization at noise level achieves the cut-set bound within 3 2 V − 1 bits; thus we have tightened the gap between the achievable rate and the cut-set bound. A similar result holds for the two-way Gaussian relay network.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We derived sufficient and necessary conditions for reliable multicasting of DMCS over cooperative networks. Necessary conditions were based on the cut-set type outer bound for the relay network. Sufficient conditions are based on joint source-channel coding, compress and forward strategy for the relay network and an identity related to the sub-modularity property of the entropy function. We showed that the sufficient conditions are indeed necessary conditions for some classes of deterministic networks including Aref networks and the linear finite-field deterministic networks. We also proved that multicasting of DMCS whose Slepian-Wolf region intersects the cut-set outer bound within a constant number of bits are feasible. In particular, we reduced all results of the paper to obtain achievable rate regions for multiple messagesmulticast over the cooperative relay networks. We showed that this achievable rate region subsumes some recent achievable rate (region) for relay networks.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1 We prove this lemma by contradiction. Let d be the dimension of P. Suppose F is not a closed covering of P, so there exists a point A inside P which is not covered by F (Note that by assumption 2, the points that lie on the boundary of P are covered). Let B be the closest point in ∪ n i=1 P i to A. It is clear that B must lie on a facet of at least one of the polytopes (P i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n). Denote this facet by F Pj . Two situations arise:
1) F Pj lies inside P. Now by assumption 3, there exists k = j, such that P j ∩ P k = F Pj . Let S(B, ) be a d-dimensional sphere with center B and radius which is small enough such that S(B, ) is contained in P j ∪ P k . Then the segment AB intersects S(B, ) at a point C which belongs to one of P j or P k . Now C is closer than B to A and lies on ∪ n i=1 P i . This results in contradiction, which proves lemma in this case. 2) F Pj lies on the boundary of P. Let S(B, ) be a sphere with center B and radius which is small enough such that S(B, ) only intersects P j . Since, A lies inside P, the segment AB intersects S(B, ) at a point C inside P. By assumption, C belongs to P j , which again results in contradiction that proves the lemma.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Denote the RHS of (4) by F * f,T . First, we prove that F * f,T ⊆ F f,T . Suppose x belongs to F * f,T . Now for each U ⊆ V, we have:
where (112) follows from the definition of F * f,T and (114) follows, since f is a sub-modular function. Now, (115) yields x ∈ F f,T . Hence F * f,T ⊆ F f,T . On the other side, assume x ∈ F f,T . Note that by definition,
f,T . For each S ⊆ T C , consider:
x S = x T ∪S − x T (116)
where (117) follows, because x lies on the hyperplane x T = f (T |T C ). Now, (120) implies that x T C ∈ F (2) f,T which results in F f,T ⊆ F * f,T . Thus F * f,T = F f,T . Next, we show that F (1) f,T = P f1 and F (2) f,T = P f2 . First observe that since f is sub-modular, f 1 and f 2 are sub-modular functions. Hence P f1 and P f2 are well defined. Moreover, note that
Comparing (121) and (5) with Definition 2, we conclude that F
f,T is the essential polytope of f 1 with dimension |T |−1. Likewise, we can show that F (2) f,T is the essential polytope of f 2 with dimension |T C |−1. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX C FORMAL PROOF OF EQUATION (46)
By Lemma 2, it suffices to prove the following identities:
We prove the first identity. Proof of the second identity is similar. For each S ⊆ T C consider,
Note that L * k = L k−1 ∪ (T C ∩ L k−1 ). Moreover, for each S ⊆ T C , simple calculations yield:
substituting (127) in (126) gives:
where in the last step, we have used the fact that S ∩ L * K+1 = S ∩ L K+1 = ∅. This completes the proof.
APPENDIX D EQUIVALENCE OF CONSTRAINTS (55) AND (56)
It is sufficient to show that the RHS of (55a) and (56a) are equal. Substituting R v = H(X v )+H(Ŷ v |X v Y v ) in the RHS of (55a) gives,
where (131) follows from the fact that d i / ∈ W, X t 's are independent andŶ t given (X t , Y t ) is independent of all other random variables and (132) follows, since (X W CŶ W C Y di ) − (X W , Y W ) −Ŷ W forms a markov chain. Substituting (132) in (55a) shows that (55a) and (56a) are equal. Also, using (132) with W = S shows that (55b) and (56b) are equal. PROOF OF 
. 
Thus u S∩Lk (w Lk∩S ) (or equivalently w Lk∩S ) takes at most 2 n(H(US∩L k |UL k \S U L k Ud i )) different values. Therefore, w V−d i takes at most 2 n( k=1 H(US∩L k |UL k \S U L k Ud i )) different values. Now, comparing the bounds on the number of possible choices for z V−d i and w V−d i yields the lemma.
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